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To:  Station Management 

 

Re:  ABC Television Network Third Quarter, 2013 Program Information 
 

Attached is the Third Quarter review of the ABC Television Network News & Public Affairs 

Programming.  The information, which we will continue to issue on a quarterly basis, may be useful to 

licensees in compiling their FCC quarterly issues/program list for your station's public inspection files.  All 

related legal materials will be posted on the A-Net prior to the 10th day of the new quarter (Word version 

7.0). 

 

If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact your Station Relations representative, or 

send an e-mail to abc.affiliate.relations@abc.com.   

 

Regards, 

 

 

 

Susi D'Ambra-Coplan 

Vice President 

Affiliate Relations 
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ABC NEWS PROGRAMS – Third Quarter, 2013 

 WORLD NEWS NOW 

Sunday through Thursday (Broadcast Day) 

  2:00 -   6:00AM ET 

  1:00 -   6:00AM CT 

12:00 -   6:00AM MT 

12:00 -   5:00AM PT - Sunday 

12:36:30 -   5:00AM PT - Monday through Thursday 

 

Comprised of thirty-minute segments, ABC's WORLD NEWS NOW, with co-anchors Diana 

Perez and John Muller, offers up-to-date news coverage including a mixture of live and taped 

coverage of domestic and international news issues. 

 
AMERICA THIS MORNING 
 Monday through Friday 

 4:30 - 7:00AM ET/PT 

 

 Rob Nelson and Diana Perez co-anchor this morning news program which provides viewers with 

 late-breaking national and international news, sports, weather and financial reports.  Featuring 

 separate and distinct fifteen-minute  segments, information about overnight events is constantly 

 updated. 

 
GOOD MORNING AMERICA 

 Monday through Friday 

 7:00-9:00AM ET/PT 

 

 George Stephanopoulos and Robin Roberts provide viewers with timely news reports, 

               informative features, weather information, and up-to-the minute interviews with world leaders. 

 
ABC NEWS BRIEF 

 Monday through Friday 

 aprx. 2:58 - 3:00PM ET / 1:58 - 2:00PM PT 

  

 This two-minute news capsule updates important news events of the day. 

 

 NOTE: As events warrant, ABC NEWS BRIEF may be expanded or re-scheduled, or an  

  additional News Brief may be scheduled. 

 
WORLD NEWS WITH DIANE SAWYER  

Monday through Friday 

6:30-7:00PM ET and 7:00-7:30PM ET 

5:30-6:00PM PT and 6:00-6:30PM PT and 6:30-7:00PM PT 

 

ABC News Anchor Diane Sawyer keeps viewers informed about world news events in this half-

hour news review 

 
20/20 

 Monday through Friday 

10:00    - 11:00PM ET 

 

Informational News magazine combines hard-hitting investigative reports, 

newsmaker interviews, compelling human interest and feature stories, and offers 

viewers a chance to learn more about the world around them. ABC News Correspondents 

David Muir and Elizabeth Vargas anchor 20/20 
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NIGHTLINE 

Monday through Friday 

 12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET/PT - unless otherwise indicated 

 

Cynthia McFadden, Bill Weir and Dan Abrams co-anchor the program which provides 

 in-depth discussion of current events. 

 

NOTE: As news events warrant, ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE may be expanded.  Please 

 refer to the NIGHTLINE section for exact program times. 

 
THE LOOKOUT 

Wednesday 

 10:00  - 11:00 PM ET 

 

A survival guide to the modern consumer jungle, this weekly broadcast will offer a mix of 

compelling undercover investigations and lively dispatches separating fact from fiction about how 

you spend your money.     ABC‟s powerhouse team of correspondents will report. 

 
PRIMETIME: WHAT WOULD YOU DO? 

 Friday 

  9:00  - 10:00 PM ET 

 

Using hidden cameras, “What Would You Do?” establishes everyday scenarios and then captures 

people's reactions.  Whether people are compelled to act or mind their own business, John 

Quiñones reports on their split-second and often surprising decision-making process. 

 
PRIMETIME: WOULD YOU FALL FOR THAT? 

Friday 

   9:00 - 10:00 PM ET 

 

A one hour, unscripted show that takes eye-opening and head-scratching psychological 

experiments out of the classroom and into the real world. Anchored by Nick Watt. 

 
WORLD NEWS WITH DAVID MUIR 

 Saturday & Sunday 

   6:00 – 6:30PM ET / PT and 6:30 – 7:00PM ET / PT 

  

 This half-hour news program reviews the day's major events. 

 

NOTE: ABC Sports programs may necessitate the preemption or rescheduling of various 

 news feeds. 

 
THIS WEEK WITH GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS 

Sunday 

  9:00 – 10:00AM ET / 8:00 –   9:00AM PT 

                and 10:30 – 11:30AM ET /  9:00 – 10:00AM PT 

    

ABC News Correspondent George Stephanopoulos anchors this news/interview program which 

focuses on the latest news events.  World leaders and policy makers participate in roundtable 

discussions. 

 

NOTE: ABC Sports programs may necessitate the pre-emption or re-scheduling of various 

 news feeds. 
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ABC NEWS PROGRAMS – Third Quarter, 2013 
 

PT: WHAT WOULD YOU DO? 
When you think no one is watching...what would you do?  The popular ABC News series, Called "a Candid 

Camera of Ethics" by The Columbia Journalism Review, returns with all-new scenarios. 

 

Friday, July 5, 2013 

 Women in Business: What would you do if you witnessed a job interview at a cafŽ where the 

male manager tells a younger female interviewee that she will not be hired because of her gender? 

Will any customers stand up for the female job-seeker? "Shark Tank" judge Barbara Corcoran 

guest stars. (OAD 9/14/12) 

 Food for the Homeless: When a waiter/bartender refuses to serve a homeless man, even though 

another woman leaves money to cover his food bill, will anyone intervene? (OAD 9/14/12) 

 Super Sour Sixteen: How will fellow shoppers react when a bratty and entitled girl throws a fit at 

a dress shop because she hates her custom-made Sweet 16 dress? (OAD 9/14/12) 

 Sandwich Board Kids: Recently some parents have been turning to a controversial form of 

punishment: making their kids wear a sandwich board that describes their offense (from stealing to 

smoking to doing drugs) on a public street. Will any bystanders intervene? (OAD 9/14/12)  

 Careless Pharmacist: What would you do if you saw a pharmacist loudly disclosing potentially 

embarrassing information regarding a prescription pick-up about someone waiting in line? Will 

anyone tell our loudmouthed pharmacist to tone it down? (OAD 5/11/12) 

 

Friday, July 12, 2013 

 Boy Manicure: What would you do if you saw a mom taking her young son for a manicure and 

someone was criticizing her for doing such a “girlie” activity? What if it was the dad objecting?  

 Drive Thru: What would you do for a fast food freebie? From asking customers to perform 

jumping jacks to singing your order – how long before this unique drive thru experience forces 

you to drive off?!  

 Wedding Cake: What would you do if you saw a lesbian couple being denied a wedding cake at a 

bakery because the owner doesn‟t believe in gay marriage?  

 Insult Comic: What would you do if you were at a comedy show and one of the comedians was 

insulting audience members, including two overweight women and an older man with an attractive 

young Asian woman. (OAD: 10/12/12) 

 

Friday, July 19, 2013 

 Open Car: A man walks down a sidewalk, checking the handle on every parked car in his path, 

until he gets to our staged unlocked car. He then leans in, rummages around, and starts to take 

items from the car. Will anyone confront him on his blatant attempt at theft? What will happen if 

the thief is African American or a woman? 

 The Cool Dad: At a liquor store, a father is buying his teenage son alcohol for a party with his 

friends. Will anyone confront the dad or tell the store manager? (OAD: 10/5/12) 

 Daughter Diet: Will anyone dining in a restaurant intervene when they witness a mother 

restricting what her young daughter can eat, saying that the daughter is getting too heavy and must 

slim down? (OAD: 10/19/12) 

 Vintage Bottle: When a clumsy customer accidentally breaks a very rare, expensive bottle of wine 

and pretends she has nothing to do with it, even placing the blame on other customers, will anyone 

in the store speak up? What if the clumsy customer casts the blame on a store employee who does 

not speak English? (OAD: 10/12/12) 
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WOULD YOU FALL FOR THAT? 
From the creators of What Would You Do? comes Would You Fall For That? - a one hour, unscripted show 

that takes eye-opening and head-scratching psychological experiments out of the classroom and into the 

real world. Anchored by Nick Watt. 

 

Friday, July 26, 2013 (Season Premiere) 

 Photo Swap/Change Blindness: Under the right circumstances our brains are wired to be blind to 

changes happening right in front of our eyes. Using only a digital camera, a large cardboard sign 

and some helpful passersby, “Would You Fall for That?” gives this scientific principle a real-

world test. Watch as people agree to snap a photo of our bearded host, Scott, only to end up taking 

a picture of clean-shaven Nick -- without ever spotting the switch! And what if Scott and Sasheer 

switch places? Or a picture of Scott and Sasheer becomes a three-shot of Scott, Sasheer and Nick? 

Will anyone even notice?  

 Bird in a Tree/Foot in the Door Theory: “Foot in the door” theory says that if you start small, 

you can gradually get people to do more and more outlandish things. Really? How outlandish? 

“Would You Fall for That?” takes flight to New York‟s Central Park to find out. Scott, dressed as 

a bird watcher, stops random park goers and tells them he‟s spotted a ridiculously rare bird in a 

tree. What he doesn‟t tell them is he bought the stuffed bird and wired it to the tree. Using “foot in 

the door technique,” Scott sees how far out on a limb he can get people as he asks them to perform 

more and more bizarre things in an effort to attract the attention of our Bird in A Tree. 

 Horoscope/The Forer Effect, Subjective Validation: How many people will believe that a 

generic horoscope, cut and pasted from several newspapers over 60 years ago by a psychology 

professor, is meant just for them? Why do horoscopes have such a powerful impact on people? To 

find out, Nick Watt disguises himself as a famous astrologer from London and “reads” the 

horoscopes of six random people who believe they‟ll be on a pilot for a new TV show. Will they 

fall for it? And how will they react when we tell them the truth? Cameras are rolling for their 

surprising reactions. 

 

Friday, August 2, 2013 

 Power Drink/The Placebo Effect: Will beachgoers feel stronger and more energetic after 

drinking what they are told is an energy drink that is actually nothing more than club soda? 

“Would You Fall for That” tests their strength, before and after drinking the placebo drink, on the 

classic carnival game, the High Striker. 

 Marry a Stranger/Obedience: How far will people go just because they‟re told to do something? 

Could “Would You Fall for That” actually get someone off the street to marry a stranger?  

 Celebrity/Follow the Crowd: Social science tells us that, in situations where people are unsure of 

what to do, they generally just follow along with the crowd. We test this theory by dressing 

Sasheer up like a pop icon and bringing her to Times Square, accompanied by fake fans and fake 

paparazzi. Will the fake hype generate real hype? Will people believe she is a superstar simply 

because we've made her look like one?  

 Lost Dog: If you were given a “Lost Dog” flyer, do you think you'd recognize the same dog if he 

was standing 50 feet away? What if the dog is dressed in a Elvis Presley costume? 

 

Friday, August 9, 2013 

 Anchors Away: Nick Watt is playing an all familiar role of a news anchor. Yet, this time, there is a 

catch. Can he convince unsuspecting passersby in Washington Square Park in New York that he needs 

them to sit in for his expert who is running late? How far can Nick push their limits?  

 Change Blindness: People often fail to notice change when it happens right in front of them. To 

demonstrate, “Would You Fall for That?” tests visitors to the Intrepid aircraft carrier to see if they will 

notice when we switch out one person for another after participating in a power of memory 

experiment. 

 Stop Eating: What would you do if an authority figure came between you and your lunch? Would you 

put on a suit jacket to eat at a hot dog joint? Would you stop eating a sandwich mid-bite just because a 

red light told you not to eat? “Would You Fall for That?” tests to see if people will obey authority 

figures even in the most absurd circumstances. 

 Dirty Diaper: Social science tells us that when the price tag is zero, rational behavior goes out the 

window. So “Would You Fall for That?” set out to test the power of “free” to its very limits, setting up 

a promotional event giving away free ice cream to passersby in a Brooklyn park. The catch? All the 
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chocolate ice cream you can eat as long as you eat it from a “recycled” diaper. Will people really take 

anything for free? 

 

 Designated Lanes: What if a fake park ranger asks pedestrians to walk on one side of the bridge 

because of their hair color, relationship status or height? Will people obey his outrageous orders just 

because he is an authority figure? 

 Elevator: Will people conform to group dynamics? If we face the back of the elevator, will they do 

the same? What if we start dancing? Or sit on the floor? “Would You Fall for That?” tests the Asch 

Paradigm to see how far people will go to feel like a member of the group. 
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20/20 

Friday, July 5, 2013 

LOSING IT 

From road rage, athletes gone wild and unbelievable courtroom shenanigans to a successful doctor who 

keeps making headlines for alleged violence against women, this week everybody is “Losing It” (OAD: 

6/22/12) 

 

Friday, July 12, 2013 

A SHOT IN THE DARK 

It's been the burning question in a murder case that has polarized the country - what exactly happened when 

teenager Trayvon Martin was shot dead after a fatal encounter with 28-year-old George Zimmerman? Was 

it murder or self-defense? The case comes to a close after a heated three-week trial that presented the jury 

with two wildly different versions of events. From inside the courtroom and interviews with key players, 

ABC News' Matt Gutman reports the latest and most in-depth information from the trial. 

 

Friday, July 19, 2013 

I ESCAPED MY LIFE 

Eric Myers seemed to have it all…so what would cause him to go missing on a business trip and literally 

disappear from his life and his family for more than 15 years? Was it a kidnapping? Amnesia? Was there 

another woman? In this dramatic and surprising story, Deborah Roberts uncovers exclusive details of how 

Myers allowed his own wife and kids to think he was dead for so long, and what he did while he was away. 

 

Friday, July 26, 2013 

DUNWOOD DAY CARE TRIAL 

Andrea Sneiderman claims she‟s a grieving wife whose obsessed boss loved her enough to kill her 

husband, Rusty Sneiderman. But Sneiderman‟s family has long insisted that she was the master 

manipulator behind the murder plot. This week “20/20” covers stunning developments in the case, known 

as the Dunwoody Day Care trial, which has captured national attention. 

 

Friday, August 2, 2013 

THE NAKED TRUTH 

 Too Attractive to Work: After working as a dental assistant for 10 years, 32 year-old Melissa 

Nelson was fired by her dentist boss for being too attractive. Dr. James Knight, who is married, 

said that he felt Ms. Nelson‟s beauty was simply too tempting and presented a threat to his 

marriage. But Nelson was not about to take this reverse form of beauty bias lying down. She sued 

Knight for gender discrimination. The all-male Iowa Supreme Court would make a surprising 

decision, not once, but twice. Paula Faris reports.  

 The Tongue Patch Diet: A Long Beach cosmetic surgeon is helping patients lose weight by 

sewing a patch onto their tongues. The postage stamp-sized patch is abrasive, making it so painful 

to eat solid foods that the patient can only consume liquids. Promising to help shed 20 pounds in 

30 days.  ABC News Correspondent Cecilia Vega reports.  

 Six Pack Abs in 60 Minutes: You know those too-good-to-be-true before and after weight-loss 

photos we see on TV? Famed personal trainer Andrew Dixon had everybody talking last week by 

demonstrating that the secret to body transformation on film was just a few lighting tweaks and 

grooming tools. “20/20” put Dixon‟s tactics to the test. 

 Charity Angels: The old adage “sex sells” apparently holds true even for charity fundraising, as 

Los Angeles-based company Charity Angels only hires attractive women in a bid to get wealthy 

men to part with their cash at philanthropic events -- from golf tournaments to black tie galas and 

cancer fundraisers. Chris Connelly reports. 

 

Friday, August 9, 2013 

 One of the Luckiest Men Alive:  David Hayes of Columbus Ohio knows a bit about luck - good 

and bad. Last October he went on an incredible streak playing blackjack at an Ohio casino, 

walking away with $36,000 in cash. But some thugs were watching him. He awoke in his bed at 

home hours later with three armed men pointing a gun at his head, stealing his winnings. Hayes 

returned to the same casino and in subsequent visits won back all that money again. So, is it skill, 

karma, or blessed good fortune? Deborah Roberts reports.   
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 Pennies From Heaven:  What it's it like to suddenly get a pile of cash dumped on you, when you 

weren't expecting it in the least? Just ask actors Kevin Brophy and Peter Barton, former stars of 

the Young and the Restless, who so entertained Illinoisan Ray Fulk that he left them a $1 million 

estate. Amy Robach reports. 

 Lucky to be Alive:   When expert skydiver Craig Stapleton jumped from a plane in March, it was 

routine until his main parachute didn't deploy and even his back-up chute got stuck in its strings. 

Stapleton believed he was living the final two minutes of his life while he plummeted to earth 

from 8,000 feet in the sky.  Matt Gutman reports on a very lucky man.    

 Make Your Own Luck:  Can you make yourself lucky? Ty Igodmind of West Palm Beach thinks 

you can -- especially if you buy his IGodMind brain programming videos, which he says uses 

binaural beats and hypnotic visuals to help your subconscious absorb "positive subliminal 

programming" and make yourself a better receptor for good fortune. Dan Harris speaks with Ty 

and a hypnotist about their approaches to attracting good luck.   

 Superstitions: We all know rationally that walking under a ladder isn't really bad luck, and that 

rabbit's feet don't bring good fortune. Yet many of us still practice these superstitions anyway. Jay 

Schadler conducts some social experiments with skeptic Tom Shermer. 

 

Friday, August 16, 2013 

FAMOUS PARENTS, FAMOUS PROBLEMS 

 Kid Stalkerazzi:Nick Watt reports on Halle Berry and Jennifer Garner‟s emotional testimony in 

front of the California legislature this week as they described their encounters with the relentless 

paparazzi that make no excuses for their endless pursuit of celebrity kids. Nick Watt goes on a 

lively joy-ride with a well-noted paparazzo to see first-hand how they hunt their pint-sized 

celebrity prey.  

 Custody Battles: Hollywood Style: Usher‟s ex-wife Tameka Raymond sits down for an 

exclusive interview about her son‟s recent near-drowning accident and her strategy to establish 

full child custody. Dan Abrams reports on the very public and ugly collateral damage that is 

caused when celebrity kids take center stage in a grizzly battle of tug of war.  

 That’s My Boy!: What happens when a celebrity donates his sperm and then decides he wants to 

raise a child? A lot of tabloid headlines – and maybe even precedent-setting legislation – get 

written. Actor Jason Patric opens up to David Muir in a new interview about his struggle to be not 

just a donor, but a father to his son Gus.  

 Kids Tweet the Darndest Things: For a generation of celebrity kids who have no filter, social 

media is the new public confessional. From Paris Jackson‟s online breakdown to Arnold 

Schwarzenegger‟s son tweeting about his own father‟s extra-marital affair and celebrity kids 

outing the real-life excess of their parents‟ lives on Instagram – their parents may be the 

Hollywood stars, but these kids know how to find and shock their own audience.  Chris Connelly 

reports. 

 

Friday, August 23, 2013 

HIGHWAYS FROM HELL 

 GPS Astray: How much do you trust your GPS navigator? It might be much less after hearing 

this tale. In July 2010, Donna Cooper, her daughter, Gina, and their friend, Jenny Leung, took a 

wrong turn in Death Valley. Turning to their GPS for navigation, things quickly went downhill – 

and off the beaten trail. With no cell phone signal or paper maps, the women had no idea they 

were driving into one of the most remote and unforgiving corners of the 3.5 million acre desert. 

Jay Schadler reports their harrowing ordeal. (OAD 3/15/13) 

 Pileup: Matt and Catie Stegmoyer and their two children were driving along a Texas highway last 

Thanksgiving when they found themselves in the middle of a deadly 118 vehicle pileup. But the 

Stegmoyers were able to walk away unscathed largely because they ignored conventional wisdom 

about what to do in a traffic accident. John Quiñones reports. (OAD: 4/26/13) 

 Hit and Run: Inside the LAPD‟s Hit and Run Investigations Unit, cops use the latest forensic 

techniques and caught-in-the-act video to track down hit and run drivers in the country‟s deadliest 

city for pedestrians. Cecilia Vega reports. 

 Truckers: Jim Avila report on the sights, the sounds and the smells of life on the road as one of 

America‟s long-haul truckers. 

 Dead Man’s Curve: John Quiñones lets you know if you‟re driving on one of the nation‟s most 

notorious and dangerous highways every day.  
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 Drive Home Alive: Mudslides, downed wires, avalanches, flash floods, earthquakes… ABC 

News Correspondent Gio Benitez with a how-to survival guide to best handle potentially deadly 

roadside scenarios. 

 

Friday, August 30, 2013 

MR. RIGHT on MATCH.com 

Those who date online might expect a certain amount of innocent fudging in others' profiles; there‟s always 

the risk of encountering a liar. But police say when Jeffrey Marsalis created his Match.com profile, his 

intentions were far less innocent than getting a date. He wasn‟t just a conman. Cops and criminal 

prosecutors say he may have been the worst date-rapist in the nation‟s history. David Muir updates an 

investigation into the man who called himself “Dr. Jeff. (OAD: 7/15/09) 

 

Friday, September 6, 2013 (Season Premiere) 

SNEAKING SUSPICIONS 

Does Michael Wohlschlaeger have terrible luck or is there something more at play in the sudden death of 

his fifth wife, Shirley Seitz? Seitz died in 2010 from a blunt force head injury. Yet the manner of death was 

undetermined. And that‟s not all… 33 years earlier, Wohlschlaeger‟s first wife, Lynn, died at the age of 25 

after choking on a cough drop, and his third wife, Gloria Potts, now alleges that he tried to harm her during 

their marriage, which ended nearly two decades ago.  Jim Avila reports. 

 

Friday, September 13, 2013 

SMALL TOWN SCANDAL 

Former Mayor Linda Lusk and her husband Kevin Lusk, were one of the most respected couples in Prosser, 

Washington. Linda was accused of having inappropriate contact with a 14-year-old high school student 

who also happened to be her daughter's ex-boyfriend. After a police investigation, the once golden couple 

was under siege. Linda admits that what started out as a maternal and nurturing relationship with the boy, 

turned terribly. But how much of the story was true? David Muir updates a report with an exclusive new 

surprising interview with Linda. 

 

Friday, September 20, 2013 

 Bulldozer: What would drive a Port Angeles, Washington man to destroy his neighbor‟s property 

with a bulldozer? Jay Schadler reports on the ultimate neighbor nightmare, including exclusive 

video of the unbelievable act in progress. 

 Neighbor From Hell: Lori Christensen made it her mission to ruin the live‟s of Kim and Greg 

Hoffman‟s lives. Her brand of terror was wide ranging.   She had agreed to plead guilty to 

violating a harassment restraining order and receive 10 years probation and “stay away” order that 

would have kept her out of her house for a decade. Last week she submitted a motion to withdraw 

her guilty plea, suggesting it had been coerced. Amy Robach reports.   

 Nextdoor.com: It‟s billed as a customized social network for individual neighborhoods – a way to 

connect, to problem-solve, even to fight crime. Nextdoor.com is a high-tech neighborhood watch, 

where neighbors can post personal observations and security cam images. But is it also just 

another way to gossip or to spy?  Nick Watt reports.  

 A Lethal Line in the Sand: Matt Gutman reports the tale of two neighbors…a do-gooder who 

devoted his life to helping children and the elderly, and the other, an intellectual, an inventor, and 

immigrant carving out his American dream. Neither of them are magnets for trouble. So how does 

one of them end up in jail and the other in the morgue over bushes that separated their homes? 

 

Friday, September 27, 2013 

BETRAYAL 

 Remee Jo Lee had always dreamed of becoming a mom. Earlier this year, she was thrilled when 

she became pregnant with the baby of her boyfriend John Andrew Welden, a medical student and 

the son of a prominent gynecologist. But what happened next is unthinkable. Lee lost the baby 

after Welden deliberately switched her medication without her knowledge. In an exclusive 

network interview, she speaks candidly to Elizabeth Vargas. 

 Who killed family man, churchgoer and former marine Randy Stone? It was a mystery that baffled 

the community members who turned up for the funeral and listened to David Love give a stirring, 

heart-felt eulogy. But mourners weren‟t the only ones in attendance… detectives were there as 

well, because they believed the killer might be attending the funeral.  
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20/20 SATURDAY 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 

 The Bling Ring: There's a new brat pack in Hollywood, and police say it's comprised of teenagers 

hungry for celebrity status. The man at the center of this accused group of teen burglars, known as 

the infamous "bling ring," sits down with ABC News to talk about the details of their alleged 

crimes. (OAD 3/5/10) 

 How Well Do You Know Your BFF: A small town girl leaves Washington for the glitz and 

glamour of Los Angeles. Like so many other Hollywood hopefuls, Meili Cady hoped to make it 

big on the silver screen, but the 19-year-old also longed for friendship. One day the aspiring 

actress was introduced to Lisette Lee, a wealthy young socialite,  Meili struggled to make ends 

meet - until her good friend proposed the perfect solution -- take a position as her executive 

assistant. The job seemed simple enough.  As Elizabeth Vargas reports, Meili says she had no idea 

that her troubles were just beginning... she had become a drug trafficker. (OAD 3/29/13) 

 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 

 The Performers: Theresa Caputo is your average suburban mom -- with one major exception: she 

says she talks to dead people. In the last several years she has parlayed her “sixth sense” into 

stardom with her hit TLC show, “Long Island Medium.” There is rarely a moment when Theresa 

is not describing messages from spirits she says are looking to connect with their loved ones in the 

physical world.  

 The Power of Premonitions: Have you ever had a gut feeling or a hunch that later came true? 

You may have actually experienced a premonition. Elizabeth Vargas meets people who say 

they‟ve experienced the two most likely types.  

 Proof of Heaven: Five years ago neurosurgeon Dr. Eben Alexander contracted a brain infection 

that brought him to the brink of death.  So close, in fact, that he believes he went to Heaven. But 

Heaven apparently wasn‟t ready for Dr. Alexander. He survived, and shares his tale and his No. 1 

bestselling book, Proof of Heaven, with Vargas.  

 Animal Premonitions: “20/20” looks at the sixth sense and predictive abilities of animals. Jay 

Schadler reports.  

 Do You Have the Gift?: Laura Day believes she has the power of premonitions and has turned it 

into a lucrative career as a psychic advisor to major corporations – advising them on everything 

from hiring decisions to investments and mergers. How and why do some people have this ability? 

 

Saturday, August 3, 2013 

SIXTH SENSE 

When nothing adds up and a gut feeling is all you have, forget about your five senses... what you really 

need is the sixth sense. Featuring an interview with "Long Island Medium" Theresa Caputo, who says she 

can communicate with the dead, "The Sixth Sense," is anchored by Elizabeth Vargas. 

 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 

 How Well Do You Know Your Boyfriend?:  Do you think you know your new boyfriend? Do 

you think saying, “Maybe we should just be friends” is the way to end it and just walk away? 

Soraida Hicks says to think again. David Muir reports. (OAD: 3/29/13) 

 Looking for Love: From a professional cuddling service to make-out parties, Dan Harris reports 

on the crazy and sometimes extreme tactics people do to seek love and affection in today‟s hectic 

world. 

 Sniff Your Way to Love: It‟s the new trend in the world of dating that‟s spreading throughout the 

country -- Pheromone Parties. At these get-togethers, singles submit a T-shirt that has been slept in 

for three consecutive nights so that other participants can pick the scent that is most appealing to 

them. ABC News Correspondent Nick Watt reports.  

 Wacky Wedding Proposals: It used to take just a ring, a drop to one knee and those four magical 

words, but today it seems a successful proposal needs to wow not only your girlfriend but millions 

online. Elizabeth Vargas reveals some of the wackiest and most romantic viral proposals. 
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THE LOOKOUT 
A survival guide to the modern consumer jungle, this weekly broadcast will offer a mix of compelling 

undercover investigations and lively dispatches separating fact from fiction about how you spend your 

money.     ABC‟s powerhouse team of correspondents will report. 

 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013  

 Undercover Mechanic: ABC is on the lookout for what you should know when you go into an 

auto repair shop. We take a real mechanic and send her undercover with Correspondent Elisabeth 

Leamy to repair shops for some simple fixes. Our undercover mechanic plays like she doesn‟t 

know, but she‟s an expert when it comes to cars. We also send in two men to the same shops with 

the same cars…two cars to the same five shops, all rigged with undercover cameras. Our expert 

bites her tongue while she is in the shops. But you won‟t want to miss what she says once she‟s 

out, and what our cameras catch. Will the shops we visit give our teams a fair shake or will they 

take them for a ride? (OAD 6/19) 

 Undercover House: The Great Pillow Case Fight -- 300, 400, 1000… Does a higher thread count 

mean a better night‟s sleep?  With the help of a Consumer Reports‟ textile expert, “ABC‟s The 

Lookout” takes to Central park with two queen-sized mattresses to unravel the secrets of thread 

counts before you spend big.  Deborah Roberts reports. (OAD 6/5) 

 TSA iPad Theft: (Nightline repeat) After reports of TSA agents stealing from airline passengers 

around the country, ABC News decided to investigate.  We purposely left iPads behind at TSA 

checkpoints at ten major airports--each with a history of theft by government screeners.  At the 

Orlando airport, the device disappeared, but we tracked it 30 miles away to the home of the TSA 

officer last seen handling it. (OAD 9/12) 

 Skymall:  Bill Weir's visit to Skymall HQ in Phoenix, first aired two years ago.... Skymall is the 

ubiquitous airplane magazine that sells products from the sublime to the ridiculous to millions of 

American travelers...We have an update with newly trending items.  (Originally aired on 

“Nightline”) 

 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

 The Ring: It might be the most important decision one makes before popping the question – 

buying that diamond engagement ring. Dan Harris went undercover in New York‟s famous 

diamond district to see how upfront jewelers would be about the diamonds they sold us. What 

many consumers may not realize is that some diamond rings are “clarity enhanced,” which means 

that cracks inside the diamond have been treated.  

 Bridal Boot Camp: “ABC‟s The Lookout” follows three brides as they take on Bridalicious Boot 

Camp in Dallas, Texas to lose that excess weight before their special wedding day. We see their 

hurdles, frustrations, workouts, dress fittings – and finally, their weddings. Cecilia Vega unveils 

who lost the most weight and who won a special prize. 

 The Cake Test: Big box supermarkets are now in the wedding cake business, but how do they 

stack up? “The Lookout” put a cake from big box store Safeway to the taste against a cake baked 

by a high-end N.Y. cake master and a Betty Crocker cake baked by an ABC News assistant. Paula 

Faris traveled the cake slices across the country to a special group of cake experts - who won the 

very unscientific taste test? 

 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 

 Hypoallergenic Cat: After a big publicity splash trumpeting the world‟s first scientifically proven 

hypoallergenic cat, hundreds of allergic pet lovers felt it was worth thousands of dollars to solve 

their sniffling. But then complaints began to surface. So “ABC‟s The Lookout” took some of these 

pricey pets to the lab to find out just how special they really are.  Dan Harris reports. 

 Ordering Flowers: How close do online flower orders come to the pictures that are advertized on 

their sites? To find out, “ABC‟s The Lookout” ordered three different flower arrangements from 

three of the top online sites, For You Flowers, FTD and Teleflora. The arrangements were sent to 

three ABC News producers in Chicago, Los Angeles and Atlanta, and to Correspondent Paula 

Faris in New York.  

 Mani and the Mob: He‟s sold stolen cars to unsuspecting customers, but that may be the least of 

his crimes. Chief Investigative Correspondent Brian Ross tracks down an FBI informant and 

former Russian Mob figure who‟s been allowed to live the high life until he is implicated in a 

murder case.  
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Wednesday, July 24, 2013 

 A Lookout Claim Check: Juju Chang checks out the huge calorie-burning claims made by 

makers of two new high tech weight loss gadgets. We're taking it to the lab. 

 Fine Print: Commercial ads are required to have a level of transparency to protect consumers, but 

the most important information is often reduced to the fine print, or in the case of radio, to fast 

talk. "ABC's The Lookout" examines some of the tricks of the trade when it comes to obscure 

disclaimers.  Linsey Davis reports. 

 Dogs Day Out: Americans love their dogs, and now there are new ways to lavish luxury on your 

pet pooch. But do they really need or even want it? Nick Watt takes a few four-legged friends out 

on the town. 

 Ice Cream "Study": It shouldn't take much to sell ice cream in the middle of a hot summer. "The 

Lookout" considers Baskin Robbins' new research linking ice cream flavor to personality traits, 

and takes to the street to see if the study passes our own taste and smell test. Gio Benitez reports. 

 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 

 Flood Car Investigation: When Superstorm Sandy hit the Northeast last fall, an estimated quarter 

of a million cars were submerged for days in corrosive salt water. Now tens of thousands of those 

cars are washing up on used car lots across the country. Bill Weir and the "Lookout" team go 

undercover to show consumers how to spot these potentially dangerous cars.  

 Hyper-milers: "ABC's The Lookout's" Jon Donvan shares the secrets of miles millionaires who 

freeload the friendly skies.  

 Boosters: Rings of organized shoplifters are driving up retail prices. Matt Gutman is along for the 

ride with police during a Central Florida investigation into an alleged shoplifting ring. 

 Pet Psychic: Think you know your pet? Would you pay up to $200 to find out what's on your pet's 

mind? Cecilia Vega is on the lookout for pet lovers. 

 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 

 Boosters: Rings of organized shoplifters are driving up retail prices. Matt Gutman is embedded 

with sheriffs on a Central Florida investigation. 

 Debt Collectors: How far is too far when it comes to debt collectors? “ABC‟s The Lookout” turns 

the tables on an agency that just might have crossed the line. Elisabeth Leamy is on the case. 

 All-Inclusive Vacations – Correspondent Paula Faris, her husband and two children go 

undercover on vacation in Mexico to learn what to look out for when booking that all-inclusive 

trip. Also, from restaurants, oceanfront rooms and room décor, an expert shows us how sometimes 

online photos can be deceiving. (OAD 6/12/13) 

 Gourmet Dog Food: How much would you pay to feed your pooch? “ABC‟s The Lookout‟s” 

Reena Ninan is in search of dog foodies. 

 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 

 Infomercial King Kevin Trudeau Update: The US government won a lawsuit against 

infomercial king Kevin Trudeau, saying he has to pay $37 million back for misleading costumers 

about a weight loss program he was selling. But Trudeau didn‟t pay. In the premiere episode of 

“ABC‟s The Lookout,” Bill Weir went in search of Trudeau, finding him living in Switzerland, 

claiming he has no assets. Now Trudeau is back in the U.S., and back in court. Are his days of 

living large finally over?  

 Extreme Couponers: Stores have tightened their policies on couponing, but that hasn‟t stopped 

two extreme couponers. “ABC‟s The Lookout” pits the two famed couponing divas against each 

other  to see who can help keep more money in your pocket. Juju Chang reports.  

 Airline Ticket Prices -- Our bags are packed and we are heading to the airport to find out if and 

why you are paying more for your airplane ticket than the person sitting next to you. Plus, 

Correspondent Linsey Davis asks experts: Are there really tricks to buying cheap tickets? (OAD: 

6/12/13) 

 Gas Meters: Think that gas pump meter is accurate? Think again. Cecilia Vega looks at the 

efforts to calibrate gas pumps, the army of workers out on the road testing them, and how a pump 

can „creep” – sometimes picking your pocket and sometimes giving you a little surprise. (OAD: 

6/26/13) 
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Wednesday, August 21, 2013 

 The Preacher’s Son: Ephren Taylor used the pulpit of some of the country‟s biggest mega-

churches to quote the bible and allegedly take millions of dollars from parishioners. The feds say 

he needs to pay up. Taylor has dodged the court and our cameras before. But ABC News 

Correspondent Steve Osunsami and “ABC‟s The Lookout” track him down. 

 Irresistible Summer Food Treats:  Summer treats are everywhere and hard to resist. ABC News 

Correspondent Paula Faris, with the help of Dave Zinczenko, ABC News‟ Nutrition and Wellness 

Editor and author of the best-selling book, Eat This, Not That, look at which treats are the least 

fattening. 

 Germs!: “ABC‟s The Lookout‟s” “germ team” joins Correspondent Nick Watt and a germaphobic 

mom and her family on the great American road trip to investigate where an average family 

encounters the most germs and what dangers they may pose. (OAD: 6/12/13) 

 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 

 Yo-Yo Car Finance: Done deal on that used car purchase? Better check the small print. Brian 

Ross takes a closer look at a growing practice in the car trade associated with conditional car sales. 

Consumer advocates and government regulators say some car dealers attempt to renegotiate a used 

car sale with more expensive terms after the consumer takes delivery. Dealers say they need the 

ability to work out a new deal or undo the deal if financing falls through. Brian Ross investigates.  

 Skimmer Scam: One swipe of your credit card at the gas pump is all it takes for a new breed of 

digital thieves to steal your money. It‟s all part of a high-tech crime wave called “Skimmers,” in 

which tiny credit card readers are criminally installed inside gas pumps to record credit card 

information. A former hacker takes The Lookout inside this criminal subculture and shows how 

this works and what consumers can do to protect. Nick Watt reports. 

 Make Up Wars: How much do you really have to spend on make-up to achieve a perfect look 

that lasts all day? The Lookout puts a spectrum of cosmetics through extreme conditions to find 

out. Juju Chang reports.  

 Real Estate Update: In June, The Lookout‟s Cynthia McFadden profiled realtor Dottie Herman‟s 

24-hour makeover of a small suburban house that stayed empty on the market for months. The 

Lookout has an update to the story with news that the house is now in contract and will soon 

become someone‟s new home. (OAD: 6/26/13) 

 Online Flowers: Have you ever wondered if the bouquet you just received looks like what your 

cousin in Vermont picked out for you online? How close do online flower orders come to the 

pictures that are advertized on their websites? Paula Faris tests three online flower companies to 

see if what the consumer views online is really what the recipient gets at their doorstep. (OAD: 

7/17/13) 

 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 

 The Mortgage Rescue: Thinking of lowering your mortgage payments? Be careful whom you 

trust... Brian Ross and ABC News Fixer Stephanie Zimmerman try to save one woman‟s home 

from foreclosure after she was allegedly cheated by a company that said it would help fix her 

financial problems. “ABC‟s The Lookout” with a cautionary tale for homeowners.  

 Online Rental Scams: It is happening all over the country: internet scammers posing as home 

owners to rent out properties that are real but not theirs to rent out. Cynthia McFadden is on the 

lookout to help make sure your dream rental doesn‟t turn into a horror story. 

 Vegas Survival Guide: They say what happens in Vegas stays in Vegas. And, as Rebecca Jarvis 

reports, that often includes visitors‟ money -- without ever walking into the casinos. “ABC‟s The 

Lookout” with a can‟t-miss Vegas survival guide that will help beat the odds in keeping the cash 

in your pocket. 

 Rental Cars: “ABC‟s The Lookout” hits the road to show how you get the best deal on a rental 

car with the help of Vroomvroomvroom.com‟s David Eastes.  

 Mattress Wars: How much does it cost to get a good night‟s sleep? “ABC‟s The Lookout” puts a 

spectrum of mattresses to the test to find out. 

 Flood Cars Update: This summer Bill Weir reported on dangerous flood cars from Hurricane 

Sandy that have washed up on used cars lots throughout the country. Weir‟s report has led to an 

about face by a major insurance company and a potential change in how the industry handles such 

cars. A complete report is will air on “Nightline” Wednesday. 

http://vroomvroomvroom.com/
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ABC NEWS SPECIALS – Third Quarter, 2013 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 

20/20 SPECIAL EDITION – THE ROYAL BABY: HEIR TO THE THRONE 

 “20/20” and Barbara Walters take you inside the world of the new heir.  From the lifestyle and inheritance 

he will enjoy, to the extended family and privileged babies he will soon call playmates.  Viewers will get 

all the details on the royal birth, plus what‟s next for the tiny prince.  Amy Robach reports from London. 

 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 

CRAZY, STUPID LUCK: A SPECIAL EDITION OF 20/20 

From a lottery winner's strange murder that's right out of a crime novel to real stories of co-workers hitting 

the jackpot together -- and how their lives have changed for the good and for the bad – Anchored by 

Elizabeth Vargas and David Muir, “20/20" reports wild tales of lotto madness. 

 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 

A SPECIAL EDITION OF 20/20 – PAGEANT CONFIDENTIAL: THE ROAD TO MISS 

AMERICA 

This special will take viewers behind-the-scenes of one of the most iconic pageants in the world for a 

surprising and intimate portrait of what it is to become Miss America.  With exclusive access to the Miss 

States winners, the hour follows the stories of several young women determined to don the coveted Miss 

America crown. This year "Miss America" features many contestants who are breaking down barriers. 
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ABC NEWS SPECIAL REPORTS – Third Quarter, 2013 

DATE START  END  LENGTH TOPIC 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 3:15:10 PM - 4:02:42 PM ET 0:47:32 San Francisco Plane Crash 

 12:15:10 PM - 1:02:42 PM PT 0:47:32 San Francisco Plane Crash 

       

 7:23:54 PM - 7:27:19 PM ET 0:03:25 San Francisco Plane Crash 

Update 

 4:23:54 PM - 4:27:19 PM PT 0:03:25 San Francisco Plane Crash 

Update 

       

Saturday, July 13, 2013 9:59:10 PM - 10:16:50 PM ET 0:17:40 Zimmernam Trial Verdict 

 7:59:11 PM - 8:16:44 PM MT 0:17:33 Zimmernam Trial Verdict 

 6:59:11 PM - 7:16:45 PM PT 0:17:34 Zimmernam Trial Verdict 

       

 10:16:50 PM - 11:00:00 PM ET 0:43:10 "20/20" - Live Show To 

Continue Zimmerman Trial 

Verdict Coverage, Pre-

Empting The Originally 

Scheduled "20/20 Saturday" 

 9:17:33 PM - 10:17:33 PM MT 1:00:00 "20/20" - Live Show To 

Continue Zimmerman Trial 

Verdict Coverage, Pre-

Empting The Originally 

Scheduled "20/20 Saturday" 

 10:00:00 PM - 11:00:00 PM PT 1:00:00 "20/20" - Live Show To 

Continue Zimmerman Trial 

Verdict Coverage, Pre-

Empting The Originally 

Scheduled "20/20 Saturday" 

       

Friday, July 19, 2013 1:47:44 PM - 1:58:23 PM ET 0:10:39 President Obama Statement 

On Trayvon Martin Case 

 10:47:44 AM - 10:58:23 AM PT 0:10:39 President Obama Statement 

On Trayvon Martin Case 

       

Sunday, July 21, 2013 (Broadcast 

Day - Actually early Monday, 

July 22, 2013 morning) 

2:37:51 AM - 2:40:57 AM ET 0:03:06 Duchess Of Cambridge Goes 

To The Hospital 

 11:37:51 PM - 11:40:57 PM PT 0:03:06 Duchess Of Cambridge Goes 

To The Hospital 

       

Monday, July 22, 2013 3:28:30 PM - 4:09:17 PM ET 0:40:47 Birth Announcement Of The 

Royal Baby 

 12:28:30 PM - 1:09:17 PM PT 0:40:47 Birth Announcement Of The 

Royal Baby 

       

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 2:02:04 PM - 2:17:39 PM ET 0:15:35 Royal Baby Departure From 

St. Mary's Hospital 

 11:02:04 AM - 11:17:39 AM PT 0:15:35 Royal Baby Departure From 

St. Mary's Hospital 

       

Friday, August 9, 2013 3:04:35 PM - 4:02:39 PM ET 0:58:04 President Obama Press 

Conference 

 12:04:35 PM - 1:02:39 PM PT 0:58:04 President Obama Press 

Conference 
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Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:55:44 PM - 3:37:20 PM ET 0:41:36 President Obama's Remarks 

On 50th Anniversary Of 

Martin Luther King Jr's "I 

Have A Dream Speech" 

 11:55:44 AM - 12:37:20 PM PT 0:41:36 President Obama's Remarks 

On 50th Anniversary Of 

Martin Luther King Jr's "I 

Have A Dream Speech" 

       

Friday, August 30, 2013 2:44:11 PM - 2:54:57 PM ET 0:10:46 President Obama's Remarks 

On The Situation In Syria 

 11:44:11 AM - 11:54:57 AM PT 0:10:46 President Obama's Remarks 

On The Situation In Syria 

       

Saturday, August 31, 2013 1:46:16 PM - 2:05:46 PM ET 0:19:30 President Obama's Remarks 

On The Situation In Syria 

 10:46:16 AM - 11:05:46 AM PT 0:19:30 President Obama's Remarks 

On The Situation In Syria 

       

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:00:00 PM - 9:20:43 PM ET 0:20:43 ABC News Special - 

Presidential Address To The 

Nation Regarding Syria 

 7:00:00 PM - 7:20:45 PM MT 0:20:45 ABC News Special - 

Presidential Address To The 

Nation Regarding Syria 

 6:00:00 PM - 6:20:43 PM PT 0:20:43 ABC News Special - 

Presidential Address To The 

Nation Regarding Syria 

       

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:36:07 AM - 10:41:11 AM ET 0:05:04 Washington Navy Yard 

Shooting 

 7:36:07 AM - 7:41:11 AM PT 0:05:04 Washington Navy Yard 

Shooting 

       

 12:28:05 PM - 12:38:48 PM ET 0:10:43 Sepcial Report - President 

Obama Remarks On Wash. 

Navy Yard Shooting 

 9:28:05 AM - 9:38:48 AM PT 0:10:43 Sepcial Report - President 

Obama Remarks On Wash. 

Navy Yard Shooting 

       

 2:15:00 PM - 2:18:01 PM ET 0:03:01 Update On Wash. Navy Yard 

Shooting 

 11:15:00 AM - 11:18:01 AM PT 0:03:01 Update On Wash. Navy Yard 

Shooting 

       

(Broadcast Day - Actually early 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 

morning) 

2:00:00 AM - 4:30:00 AM ET 2:30:00 ABC World News Now - 

Lower Third News Crawl 

Aired 

 1:06:30 AM - 4:30:00 AM PT 3:23:30 ABC World News Now - 

Lower Third News Crawl 

Aired 

       

Friday, September 27, 2013 3:40:31 PM - 4:00:27 PM ET 0:19:56 President Obama's Remarks 

On Iran And The Budget 

Crisis 

 12:40:31 PM - 1:00:27 PM PT 0:19:56 President Obama's Remarks 

On Iran And The Budget 
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Crisis 

       

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:59:20 PM - 5:14:05 PM ET 0:14:45 President Obama Comments 

On Government Shutdown 

 1:59:20 PM - 2:14:05 PM PT 0:14:45 President Obama Comments 

On Government Shutdown 
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THIS WEEK – Third Quarter, 2013 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 

Guests: 

 George W. Bush 

Former President 

 Laura Bush 

Former First Lady 

 Mohamed Tawfik 

Egypt‟s Ambassador to the U.S. 

 David Ignatius 

Columnist, The Washington Post 

 Michael Rubin 

American Enterprise Institute 

Topics: 

 Bush Trip to Africa 

 Crisis In Egypt 

 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 

Guests: 

 Rep Karen Bass (R-CA) 

D – Judiciary Committee 

 Rep Tom Cole (R-OK) 

R – Appropriations Committee 

 Sen Orrin Hatch (R-UT) 

R – Judiciary Committee 

 Sen Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) 

D – Judiciary Committee 

 Eliot Spitzer (D-NY) 

Former New York Governor 

 Paul Gigot 

Editorial Page Editor, The Wall Street Journal 

 Maggie Haberman 

Senior Political Reporter, Politico 

 Mark Leibovich 

Chief National Correspondent, New York Times Magazine 

Author, “This Town” 

 Tavis Smiley 

Television and Radio Host 

Topics: 

 Obamacare 

 Immigration Reform 

 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 

Guests: 

 Sen Ted Cruz (R-TX) 

R – Judiciary Committee 

 Mayor Dave Bing (D-Detroit) 

 Van Jones 

Former Obama White House Green Jobs Adviser 

Co-Host, CNN‟s “Crossfire” 

 Dana Perino 

Former Bush White House Press Secretary 

Co-Host, Fox News Channel‟s “The Five” / FOX News Contributor 

 Piper Kerman 

Author, "Orange is the New Black" 

Topics: 

 2016 Presidential Candidate 
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Sunday, July 28, 2013 

Guests: 

 Judy Smith 

Crisis Management Expert 

Co-Executive Producer, “Scandal” 

President, Smith & Company 

 Jack Lew 

Treasury Secretary 

 Sen Dick Durbin (D-IL) 

D – Assistant Majority Leader 

 Sen Saxby Chambliss (R-GA) 

R – Vice Chair, Intelligence Committee 

 Katrina vanden Heuvel 

Editor and Publisher, The Nation 

Columnist, WashingtonPost.com 

 Peggy Noonan 

Columnist, The Wall Street Journal 

 Steven Rattner 

Chair, Willett Advisors 

Former Counselor to the Treasury Secretary 

Former Lead Auto Adviser 

 Fmr Sen Byron Dorgan (D-ND) 

Co-Author, “Gridlock” 

Topics: 

 Crisis Management 

 

Sunday, August 4, 2013 

Guests: 

 Gen. Martin Dempsey 

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

 Rep. Peter King, (R-NY) 

 (R) Intelligence Committee; (R) Chair, Sub-Committee on Counter-terrorism and Intelligence 

 Rep. Dutch Ruppersberger, (D-MD) 

 (D) Ranking Member, Intelligence Committee 

 Glenn Greenwald 

Columnist, The Guardian 

 Jeff Zeleny 

Senior Washington Correspondent 

 Soledad O‟Brien 

CEO, Starfish Media Group 

 Neera Tanden 

President, Center for American Progress 

 Michael Chertoff 

Chair, The Chertoff Group; Former Secretary, Department of Homeland Security 

 Jeffrey Goldberg 

  Columnist, Bloomberg View 

 Scott Simon 

Host, NPR‟s Weekend Edition Saturday 

Topics: 

 Terror Threats 
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Sunday, August 11, 2013 

Guests: 

 Lon Snowden 

Father of Edward Snowden  

 Bruce Fein 

Attorney, Bruce Fein & Associates 

 Sen Robert Menendez (D-NJ)  

(D) Chair, Senate Foreign Relations Committee 

 Rep Ed Royce(R-CA) 

(R) Chair, House Foreign Relations Committee 

 Donald Trump 

Chair and President, The Trump Organization 

 Rep Joaquin Castro (D-TX) 

(D) Armed Services Committee 

 Rep Louie Gohmert (R-TX) 

(R) Judiciary Committee 

 Arianna Huffington 

Editor-in-Chief, The Huffington Post Media Group 

 Cory Johnson 

 Anchor, "Bloomberg West"/Editor-At-Large, Bloomberg TV 

 David Remnick 

Editor, The New Yorker 

 Fmr Sen Byron Dorgan (D-ND)  

Co-Author, "Gridlock" 

Topics: 

 Russia Tensions 

 2016 Presidential Candidates 

 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 

Guests: 

 Sen Bob Corker (R-TN) 

Ranking Member, Senate Foreign Relations Committee 

 Rep Eliot Engel (D-NY) 

Ranking Member, House Foreign Affairs Committee 

 Reince Priebus 

Chair, Republican National Committee 

 Ray Kelly 

New York City Police Commissioner 

 Bill Kristol 

Editor, The Weekly Standard 

 David Plouffe 

Former Obama White House Senior Adviser 

Contributor, Bloomberg TV 

 Rep Keith Ellison (R-MN) 

Co-Chair, Congressional Progressive Caucus 

 Carly Fiorina 

Chair, Good360 

Former Hewlett-Packard CEO and Chair 

 Bill Hamilton 

Former White House Storekeeper 

Topics: 

 Crisis in Egypt 

 55 Years in the White House 
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Sunday, August 25, 2013 

Guests: 

 Amr Moussa 

Frmr. Egyptian Foreign Minister & Frmr. Head of the Arab League 

 Colonel Steve Ganyard 

 Matt Bradley 

Wall Street Journal 

 Ashraf Khalil 

Time Magazine 

 Abigail Hauslohner 

The Washington Post‟s Cair Bureau Chief 

 Dan Balz 

The Washington Post 

Topics: 

 Crisis in Syria 

 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 

Guests: 

 Gen James Cartwright USMC (Ret) 

Fmr Vice Chair, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

 Vali Nasr 

Dean, Johns Hopkins School of Advanced Intl Studies 

 James Carville 

Democratic Strategist 

 Mary Matalin 

Republican Strategist 

 Peggy Noonan 

Columnist, The Wall Street Journal 

 Tavis Smiley 

Television and Radio Host 

 Steven Rhodes 

Middle Tennessee State University 

Topics: 

 Crisis in Syria 

 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 

Guests: 

 Denis McDonough 

White House Chief of Staff 

 Sen Ted Cruz (R-TX) 

  (R) Armed Services Committee 

 Gregory Hicks 

Former Deputy Chief of Mission in Libya 

 Rep Adam Kinzinger (R-IL) 

(R) House Foreign Affairs Committee 

 Dan Senor 

Co-Founder, Foreign Policy Initiative 

 Katrina vanden Heuvel 

Editor and Publisher, The Nation 

Columnist, WashingtonPost.com 

 Greta Van Susteren 

FOX News Anchor 

 Ali Soufan 

Former FBI Special Agent 

Chairman and CEO, The Soufan Group 

 Rep Jaime Herrera Beutler (R-WA) 
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Topics: 

 Crisis in Syria 

 Threat of Terrorism 

 

September 15, 2013 

Guests: 

 President Barack Obama 

 Rep Justin Amash (R-MI) 

 Rep Donna F Edwards (D-MD) 

 Paul Gigot 

Editorial Page Editor, The Wall Street Journal 

 Robert Schenkkan 

Playwright, “All the Way” 

Topics: 

 Crisis in Syria 

 “All the Way”  

 

September 22, 2013 

Guests: 

 Rep. Chris Van Hollen (D-MD) 

Ranking Member, Budget Committee 

 Rep. Tom Graves (R-GA) 

 Appropriations Committee 

 Newt Gingrich 

Former House Speaker 

Co-Host, CNN‟s “Crossfire” 

 Robert Reich 

Former Clinton Labor Secretary 

Professor, University of California, Berkeley 

Featured in New Documentary “Inequality for All” 

 Gwen Ifill 

Co-Host and Managing Editor, PBS‟ “NewsHour” 

Moderator and Managing Editor, PBS‟ “Washington Week” 

 Billie Jean King 

Tennis Legend 

Winner, 1973 “Battle of the Sexes” Match 

Topics: 

 Government Shutdown 

 

September 29, 2013 

Guests: 

 President Bill Clinton 

Topics: 

 The Clinton Global Initiative 

 Potential Government Shutdown 
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NIGHTLINE – Third Quarter, 2013 
Monday, July 1, 2013 

Topics: 

 Desert Disaster: Fatal Fire 

 Courtroom Drama:  Zimmerman Trial 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 

Topics: 

 Trial and Error:  Zimmerman 

 Hunger Games: BBQ Wars 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 

Topics: 

 Crisis In Egypt: Military Coup 

 Crisis In Egypt: Two-Way 

 Selfie Nation 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 

Topics: 

 Lucky Man: Survival Story 

 Greatest Gift: Answering Mandela‟s Call 

 Crisis In Egypt: Two-Way 

 

Friday, July 5, 2013 

Topics: 

 Gift of Life: A New Beginning 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday, July 8, 2013 

Topics: 

 Seven Seconds of Terror: Flight 214 

 Tale of the Tapes: Zimmerman Trial 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 

Topics: 

 Til Death Do Us Part?: Murder for Hire 

 Heroes Getting High: Bath Salts 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

Topics: 

 Self Defense or Murder?:  Zimmerman Trial 

 The Fast and the Fabulous 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 

Topics: 

 Closing Arguments: Zimmerman Trial 

 King of Thieves: Apollo Robbins 

 Feed Frenzy 
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Friday, July 12, 2013 

Topics: 

 Testimony and Tension: Zimmerman Trial 

 Jumped the Shark?: Sharknado 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday, July 15, 2013 

Topics: 

 Zimmerman: The Family Speaks 

 Zimmerman: Still Packing? 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 

Topics: 

 Armed & Undercover 

 Lost in Translation? 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 

Topics: 

 Preaching Hate: Westboro Baptist Church 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 

Topics: 

 Fatal Error? 

 What Lies Beneath 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Friday, July 19, 2013 

Topics: 

 Sea World Fights Back 

 Underwear Billionaire 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday, July 22, 2013 

Topics: 

 Heir to the Throne 

 Lucky Boy 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 

Topics: 

 Born to Be King 

 The Good Wives? 

 Feed Freenzy 

 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 

Topics: 

 Worlds Apart: Aaron Hernandez 

 Power Wife: Huma Abedin 

 Feed Frenzy 
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Thursday, July 25, 2013 

Topics: 

 Juror B29 

 Rebel Solo 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Friday, July 26, 2013 

Topics: 

 Fountain of Youth 

 Friends with Kids 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday, July 29, 2013 

Topics: 

 Pitbull, Inc. 

 The Heist 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 

Topics: 

 Sex Sells 

 Reality Check: Real Housewives 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 

Topics: 

 The Last Stand: Whose Side is God on? 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 

Topics: 

 Face to Face: Ariel Castro 

 Breaking Bad 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Friday, August 2, 2013 

Topics: 

 On the Road to Adventure: Lonely Planet 

 Pampered Campers 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday, August 5, 2013 

Topics: 

 The Hunt for White Gold 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 

Topics: 

 When Sharks Attack 

 The Real Hollywood Stars: Sharks 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 

Topics: 

 Sole Survivor 

 Down & Dirty: Jennifer Aniston 

 Feed Frenzy 
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Thursday, August 8, 2013 

Topics: 

 Recapturing the Friedmans 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Friday, August 9, 2013 

Topics: 

 Undercover Bachelor: Buying Diamonds 

 On the Prowl 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday,  August 12, 2013 

Topics: 

 Tongue Patch 

 Bethenny Frankel 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 

Topics: 

 Paparazzi Wars 

 Extreme Right 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 

Topics: 

 Usher Out 

 Girl Power: Ronda Rousey 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 

Topics: 

 Parental Supervision Required 

 (Mackle) More, Please 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Friday, August 16, 2013 

Topics: 

 Groupon It! 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday, August 19, 2013 

Topics: 

 Picture Perfect: Prince George 

 Girl Power 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 

Topics: 

 School Shooting 

 Crisis in Egypt 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 

Topics: 

 Hot Ride: Tesla 

 Chemical Attack? 

 Feed Frenzy 
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Thursday, August 22, 2013 

Topics: 

 Off the Map: Expedition of Hope 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Friday, August 23, 2013 

Topics: 

 Risky Business:  The End of Porn? 

 Panda Baby Boom 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday, August 26, 2013 

Topics: 

 One Direction 

 GrandMaster 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 

Topics: 

 Amish Mafia 

 Sexy Homemaking: Dyson 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 

Topics: 

 Making History 

 The Color Run 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 

Topics: 

 Dangerous Games: NFL Settlement 

 Marriage & Mistakes: Zimmerman 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Friday, August 30, 2013 

Topics: 

 Crisis in Syria: Risk Factors 

 Ultimate Summer Song 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday, September 2, 2013 

Topics: 

 Saving Daniel: St. Jude‟s 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 

Topics: 

 Nightline on the Lookout: Moving Mayhem 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 

Topics: 

 Nightline on the Lookout: Flood Cars 

 Feed Frenzy 
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Thursday, September 5, 2013 

Topics: 

 Extreme Heat Tourism 

 Nightline on the Lookout:  Rental Road Race 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Friday, September 6, 2013 

Topics: 

 Nightline on the Lookout: Unreal Estate 

 Battle A-Brewing 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday, September 9, 2013 

Topics: 

 War of Words 

 Gator Hunters 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 

Topics: 

 Defining Moment:  President Obama 

 Plane and Simple:  Firefighting Planes 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 

Topics: 

 Caught in the Crossfire:  The Smallest Casualties 

 9/11 End Note 

 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 

Topics: 

 Runway Revolution 

 Night Flight: Batnado 

 Feed Frenzy:  Wall of Water 

 

Friday, September 13, 2013 

Topics: 

 Nightline on the Lookout:  Skimmer Scams 

 Miss America, Ink 

 Feed Frenzy:  Unlucky Day? 

 

Monday, September 16, 2013 

Topics: 

 Deadly Rampage:  DC Massacre 

 Raging Waters:  Biblical Flood? 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 

Topics: 

 Deadly Rampage: The Gunman 

 Into the Wild: Tiger Tourism 

 End Note: Lives Lost 
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Wednesday, September 18, 2013 

Topics: 

 Nightline on the Lookout:  Trudeau 

 Deadly Rampage:  The Gunman 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 

Topics: 

 Faith Matters: Preaching for Dollars 

 Unliely Sea-Rial Killers:  Dolphins 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Friday, September 20, 2013 

Topics: 

 Tanned, Toned & Tough 

 Crime and Punishment: G. Dep 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday, September 23, 2013 

Topics: 

 Terror at the Mall 

 Franken-Cats 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 

Topics: 

 Escaping Scientology 

 Terrorists Next Door 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 

Topics: 

 Almost Famous: Nashville 

 Caught on Tape:  Navy Yard Shooter 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 

Topics: 

 Modeling for Jesus 

 One (Mega) Hit Wonder? 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Friday, September 27, 2013 

Topics: 

 Candy Crush 

 Bosom Buddies 

 Feed Frenzy 

 

Monday, September 30, 2013 

Topics: 

 Operation Paradise 

 Married to a Murderer 

 Feed Frenzy 


